“Celebrities bring a
special kind of energy
to my classroom”
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Rockstar
Professor

Manchester United, Beyoncé and Disney are just a few
of her research subjects. As an expert on the business of
entertainment, media and sports, superstars and CEOs are
eager to follow Anita Elberse’s courses at Harvard University.
We catch up with the Dutch professor (45) over lunch.
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What makes working at Harvard so exciting?
It’s quite a remarkable place to work. Everything
at Harvard Business School reaches the highest
echelons of business. Whether it’s the library,
our magazine or my colleagues: everything and
everyone is world-class. My students have
scored straight As their entire lives, and they
come up with the smartest answers. After class,
I usually run back to my office to write down all
the brilliant things they’ve said.

they are serious about it or if they just want to
add the name ‘Harvard’ to their CV. LL Cool J
was certainly serious about it. In fact, during the
first session, he was so eager to participate that
he had his hand up the entire time, and he spoke
at length whenever I called on him. Afterwards,
I told him: “It’s not just about you sharing your
knowledge; it’s also about you learning from the
other participants.” The next session, I didn’t
call on him purposely, and after class, he told
me: “I get it now.” From then on, he was terrific.
I try to treat the celebrities like any other student.
But it’s obviously amazing having someone
like LL Cool J in my class, because he has
experienced things in the entertainment
industry that none of us have seen.

What fascinates you so much about the
entertainment industry?
Where do I start? For the US, it’s the numberone export market, and the industry really
shapes the way the world looks at the country.
Growing up in the Netherlands, I felt I had a
pretty good idea of what the US is all about,
because of the films and TV shows I had seen.
It’s an exciting time to study this sector: advances
in digital technology have completely changed it
over the last decade. And I love the subject; I get
to explore things I’m interested in as a consumer
as well. My job is too much fun to call work.

Your book about the ‘blockbuster theory’
is a bestseller. Can you tell us more?
The basic idea behind the theory in
Blockbusters (2013, Henry Holt & Co.) is
that companies are better off building their
businesses around a few big blockbusters.
Instead of betting on a lot of smaller projects,
they can maximise their returns by spending
the lion’s share of their production and
marketing budget on just a few movies, books,
TV shows or songs that they think are most
likely to become a success. Walt Disney Studios
is the most blockbuster-focused studio now. >

What’s it like to have celebrities like
LL Cool J following your classes?
It’s amazing to have them in the classroom; they
bring a special kind of energy. When they sign
up for a course, I usually call them to find out if
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They make fewer films than all the other major
studios and invest more in the ones they do
make. It seems very risky but it works. Their
biggest bet for 2019 is a live-action remake of
the animated The Lion King (1994). It looks
beautiful, and Beyoncé is one of the leading
voices. In 2017, Walt Disney Studios’ chairman
Alan Horn spoke in my class and showed us
a preview of The Lion King no one outside of
Disney had seen yet. Everyone was blown
away; students were crying. I’m sure it’s
going to be one of the biggest films of 2019.
Do a lot of companies and celebrities ask
you for advice?
That happens quite a lot. I only say ‘yes’ if I
think it’s interesting. And I don’t want to get
paid for it to avoid any conflicts of interest. If,
for example, actor Will Smith would pay me to
help him run his business, I don’t think I could
write an objective case study about him or one
of his rivals in the industry after that.

“An
academic
career is a
marathon
and not
a sprint”

In 2012, you received a lifelong appointment
at Harvard. Has that always been your goal?
It was a dream, but the odds were very low:
perhaps 10% to 15% of all professors who begin
their career at Harvard make it to that finish
line. When I started, I was one of a cohort of 15
new professors. When I heard the statistics, I
remember thinking: “Only two or three of us are
going to make it.” I honestly thought there was
no way I could compete with them, so I decided
I wouldn’t play the game of trying to make it.
I was just going to follow my own path and see
if I could make the most of my time at Harvard.
That turned out to be the best strategy.
How does it feel to have a job for the rest
of your life?
It’s weird that that ultimate goal you’ve been
working towards is suddenly gone. A lot of
professors who get tenure end up doing little
the first year after having received that news.
But I thought: “Ignore the fact that you have
this job for life and keep on setting goals.” So, I
gave myself a new goal immediately: writing
my book. Lately, my mission has been to create
opportunities for people who usually don’t end
up at Harvard. For instance, I run a programme
for college students from minority backgrounds.
We bring 180 of them for a week to Harvard each
year and pay for everything. We want to show
them that this is not the unattainable place they
think it is, and that they can thrive here as well.
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Is the academic world a masculine place?
When you look at the tenured professors, the
majority is still male. When I made tenure at
Harvard Business School, I became the 19th
woman to do so, but there were already at least
60 men who had done the same. But if you look
at the cohorts of incoming professors now, there
certainly are a lot more women and minorities
among them. Personally, I’ve never experienced
disadvantages in the workplace. But I know other
women have, and I don’t want to diminish that.
How about your work-life balance?
I teach, prepare my classes, have one-on-one
meetings with students, visit companies to
work on new case studies or present my work,
write papers, help people with their businesses
and go to industry events. Not one day is the
same, and there are hardly days when I don’t
work at all. The only time when I totally switch
off is when I go on holiday. African safaris are
a new fascination of mine. When I’m in Africa, I
don’t think about anything related to work at all.
What advice would you give young women
dreaming of an academic career?
I wouldn’t say anything different to my younger
female colleagues than to the male ones. The
key thing is to realise that an academic career
is a marathon and not a sprint. The difference
between those who make it and those who
don’t is: When you have a setback, can you dust
yourself off and start all over? If no one seems
to like the paper you have worked on for years,
can you decide to pull the plug and begin from
scratch? In the end, it’s not about being, say, the
biggest math genius around, but it’s rather
about: Can you hang in there? n
With special thanks to Zoku in Amsterdam.

